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cod. The water was about 100 feet deep
and I was using a line with a sinker about
four feet from the hook. Rock cod feed
on the bottom, so you drop your line till
A Few Winter Reminiscences Reeled
the sinker strikes and then raise it a little
Off Around the Open Fire.
more than four feet, thus bringing your
hook just clear of bottom. I dropped my
One was a good talker; the other knew
line, letting the sinker go clear down and
how to listen.
then stopped to light my pipe. There was
The result was an interesting conversa
a stiff breeze blowing at the time so it
tion.
wasn’t quite so easy as it might have
Both of them knew a rifle from a shot been. I finally succeeded, however, and
gun and a trout from a chub, so when the commenced to pull in the slack line. All
topic of sports came up they were both at at once it stopped coming in. I pulled
their best.
easy until certain that it was hooked fast
Said the Talker: “ I had a peculiar ex
on bottom. Then I pulled this way and
perience once when on a deer-shooting
that, endeavoring to loosen it without
trip. Myself and guide were in a canoe on
breaking the tackle. It was the only
a pond, paddling along the shore looking
hook I had with me and if I lost it I
carefully for game. Ahead of us a small should have to give up the rest of the
wooded point stretched out into the water, day’s fishing. After a few minutes’ more
connected with the main land by a narrow useless tugging I lost my patience and
neck. On the point we saw a deer. I settled back for a steady pull to break
could probably have killed the deer from
the line or hook and get out of it. To my
where I was, but I preferred to make it a
surprise, the line began to come in slowly
sure thing. The guide paddled me up to
and steadily. ‘Caught on a rock and pull
the neck where I got out and selected a
ing it in,’ thought I. In the course of a
spot from which I could command a view
few minutes the sinker came over the gun
of both sides of the neck and see the deer
wale and I knew that the rock, or what
as it came toward me. The guide then
ever it was, was only four feet away.
paddled out to the point to start the Holding onto the line and looking over I
deer toward me. I waited till he had saw— not a rock but a “ skate” as much as
been clear around the beach and then he eight feet long! I knew that an attempt
got out and tramped through the bushes, to land such a fish would mean the cap
but not a sign of the deer did he or I sizing of the boat, and just as quick as I
see.”
"could do it I pulled out a jackknife, cut
“ What became of it?” asked the that line, hoisted anchor and started for
Listener.
home.”
* * *
“ That’s just what we could never find
“ You have the sandpeeps here do you
out. We both saw the deer on the point
as plainly as I see you, and I ’m confident not?” asked the Talker.
“ Yes, a few.”
that the animal never got by me; but
“ Down on the Massachusetts coast we
what d id become of it we never knew.”
*
get ’em in flocks. Three of us went out
“ Another time when my guide and I one day after “ peeps” to a neck which
were out on the pond we saw a deer on ran through a marsh near the shore. Near
the far-off side. It was a long shot, but I the lower end we left one of our number.
took the chances and fired four or five Up in the middle, near where we knew’ the
shots without lowering my rifle. The deer flock was, I stopped. The third fellow
disappeared. Guide said we might as well went on up-stream about as far as I was
paddle over and see if I had hit the ani from fellow No. 1. After we were all in
mal. When we got out on the beach we position I crept up to the bank and fired a
saw a large blood stain and the guide said couple of barrels. The flock rose and
the deer must have been badly wounded. started up-stream. When they got along
We followed the wounded creature, up to fellow No. 3, he gave them a couple of
around the end of the pond for about two barrels, dropping several birds and turn
miles. A t this point the track led into ing the rest down-stream. As they passed
the water and we had to give it up. me I fired two barrels and when they got
Guide said the deer had probably gone nearly to fellow’ No. 1 he let ’em have both
into the water, swam a short distance, barrels, killing some and turning the rest
waded out and died in the bushes near the up-stream. As they passed me I fired
shore— but we never found it.”
again and before they got out of range
* * *
we had bagged two-thirds of the flock.”
“ Ever fish much?” queried the Listener,
4- ,* *
to start the conversation again.
But the Listener, who is telling this to
"Some,” was the laconic answer.
the writer, thinks that perhaps this will
Then the Talker said:
be enough for once.
“ I had the most fun fishing the summer
I spent at Monhegan, off the Maine coast.
The Origin of the Kinetescope.
1t’s the greatest place for fish that there
The wonders of Edison’s invention, the
is in New England, and I was in with all
Kinetescope, is not dimmed by the fact
the fishermen so that when they caught
that the same principles are involved in
anything unusual they always invited me
the construction of the Wheel of Life is
down to see it. They caught a sea turtle
sued with the Boston Herald of Sunday,
one day that weighed a number of hundred
April 5. The Herald has taken advantage
pounds; in fact, was so large and strong
of the old Zoetrope— liaV modernized and
that if two men stood on its back it would
adapted it to the purposes of a newspaper
walk off as unconcernedly as though they
supplement, which it can give to every
were not there.”
purchaser. The supplement is the largest
The Listener raised his eyebrows incredu
ever issued by any newspaper; is on heavy
lously.
card-board, and is so simple in its con
“Oli, the shell is in the Peabody Museum struction that it avoids any complication.
;it Salem. Mass., so you needn’t believe
When made up it affords more amusement
me unless you wish.”
to a household than any toy ever issued
* *
“ I was out in a dory alone one after- with any newspaper in America.
The Wheel of life is a peculiar opticle
»oon,” began tho talker, “fishing f o r rock
W r itte n

fo r
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effect, and affords an amount of scientific Maine is the best state in the union for the
information unusual in newspaper sup hunters and fishermen to come and spend
plements. It can be secured only with their vacation.
The Boston Herald of April 5, 1896. Our
readers should place their orders early, W r i t t e n f o r R a n g e l e y L a k e s :
and thus positively secure this most de
What Was It?
sirable newspaper novelty.
In a certain old city in Massachusetts
there is, on a street near the w’harves, a
F U N F R O M O U R E X C H A N G E S . house about which clings a mystery. Now
this story was told to me by a former ten
Some of the Things that Sound Funny ant, a man entirely devoid of superstition.
W hen You Don’t Know the People.
I give the story in his own words. “ I
moved into the old house on first coming
The Maine weeklies furnish their share to the city. While moving in I was ac
of unintentional humor to the exchange costed by a man who said If would not
editor who gives them a careful perusal. move into that house for all the money
H en are a few recent excerpts:
there is in the city.’ 1 naturally inquired
P A S S IT A L O N G .
‘Why not?’ ‘O,’ he replied, ‘if you have
never heard any stories about the house I
[Thomaston Herald].
P.
F. Monaghan wishes through thewill not be the one to tell you!’
“ I thought but little of the matter at the
Traveller to send his love to the girls of
time but immediately upon moving in I
St. George.
became conscious of a strange sensation.
A X A K K A G A N 8 E T T S E N S A T IO N .
In going up or down stairs I was conscious
[Narragansett Sun].
of being f o l l o w e d . I turned my head invol
Dr. McCallister extracted a tooth last
untarily the first time, but after a while I
week for Charles Goodnow.
became nervous and did not d a r e to turn
S O M E B O D Y K I L L E D .— W H O ?
around. My wife, who is a very calm
[Richmond B eej.
woman had the same feelings as myself.
George Carlton, while working on the
“ One evening wre were startled by a.
ice at Tw ing’s Point Monday, got his scream from the room where one of our
horse so badly kicked by another that he little girls, a very delicate child, was sleep
was obliged to have him killed.
ing. Rushing up-stairs we found the little
B U S IN E S S B O O M IN G .
creature sitting up in bed, trembling with
fright, and bathed in perspiration. At[Som erset Reporter].
Being in George Mitchell’s store a few first, so terribly frightened wms she that
moments, I noticed that he was quite busy she could only cling trembling to me, while
I entreated her to tell me what had
trading.
alarmed her so. Her mother, together
M A Y B E P R E S ID E N T SOM E D A Y .
with the other children, joined mein sooth
[Thomaston Herald].
Master Roy Preston Nay, ten months ing her, but it was some time before she
of age, is beginning to take a few steps, became composed enough to tell us the
and we think he will beat all the rest of cause of her fright. She said If wroke up
and there was a tall, large man, with a
the Nay boys. They feel proud of him.
white face and g r e a t e y e s that gleamed like
L E S S IS I N F I N E F E T T L E .
stars. He stood at the foot of my bed. I
[Union Times].
was too frightened to speak for a minute.
We caught a glimpse of Less, (Sunday Then I screamed and he was gone!’ We
morning) as he was on his way to Mont- tried to persuade her that she had been
ville. He looked fine, I tell you.
dreaming, and at last succeeded in doing
so.
“ But we never felt at home in that house
MAINE IN THE VAN.
and soon after the foregoing incident wg
moved away. I heard afterwards that the
house was once a sailor’s boarding house,
Hoti. P. O. Vlckry T ells of its Exhibit at and that a man was murdered there.”
“ I said it was story of a ghost— -What
New York City.
then?— I only know it so befell.”
M a r y E l iz a b e t h C o l b y .
Hon. P. O. Vickery, president of the
Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game As
Editor Frank L. Dingley is having a
sociation, has returned from New York.
fine yacht built at South Boothbay and it
He was accompanied by Mrs. Vickery.
When asked by a Journal reporter, re will be launched in about two weeks. The
garding' the success of the National craft will be 60 feet long and will have a
Sportsmen’s exhibit w’hich was held at cabin and two state rooms. Twelve per
Madison Square Garden, all of last week. sons can sit at the dining table. The
Mr. Vickery said: “ The offair was a yacht will be finished in mahogany and
great success in every sense of the word.” red cedar, and will have all the modern
“ Did Maine do herself proud?” was improvements. The cost will be $6000.
The yacht will have a mytholigical name,
asked.
“ Well, I should say she did,” replied will be one of the Portland Yacht club’s
Mr. Vickery. In fact the attraction for fleet and hail from the port of PxrIfland.
all eyes was the exhibit from the Pine Mr. Dingley will spend a large part of his
Tree State. Specimens of every kind of time during the summer cruising along the
game were shown, being brought to New' coast. ------------ ^
York by S. L, Crosby, the well-known
Bangor taxidermist.
“ But the live fish there on exhibtion
pleased the visitors. There were three
large tanks of trout, which ranged in
weight from one-quarter to seven pounds.
There was also a tank of land-locked sal
mon in which were six salmon from 3} /, to
SX pounds in weight.
Several guides were also present.
Taken all in all, the offair was a great
success and clearly demonstrates that

In an old Elm street home in Lewiston,
is an old water color picture of Farmington as it was sixty years ago, seen from
Powderhouse Hill. It was made by the
late Prof. J. H. Ingraham, the author of
“ A Pillar of Fire,” “ The Prince of the
House of David” and other books, when
he was a student at the old Farmington
Academy. The picture has been kept in
the family for years, and is old looking,
worn and crooked. But it is kept as a
curiosity.
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Ethel B. Lakin is taking music lessons j The Feathery Va«guard of Spring, mild weather, and have betaken them
at Farmington.
selves to Hudson’s Bay or the delectable
[The Listener in Boston Transcript],
The assessors are about.
The new women did the honors at Mr.
If there was ever a precedent for this glaciers of Greenland.
I. A. Smith, of Madrid, was in town Ella Toothaker's leap.year party Friday terrible March, everybody has mercifully
Pleasant Island Camps.
evening, while the new men blushed vio forgotten it. The Listener has certainly
Monday.
Abner T . Hinkley left Monday for lently behind their fans and vainly tried never before seen the 20th of March come
Billy Soule is repairing and painting his
to remember whether they were masculine without sight or sound of a blue-bii’d, row boats. He is also hauling lumber for
Bates College.
or feminine, and whether “ ladies’ choice” robin or song-sparrow. Sometimes the a wood shed and for a cabin on his
Miss Sadie Brackett returned to Bates
meant that they asked the new woman or blue-birds have come in the last days of steamer.
College, Monday.
waited for the new woman to ask them.
Emery Haley and Clark Kill, also
Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Fultz were in Port It was bewildering to be introduced to a February; and though that these birds
ai-e few now in this section, they were seen j Charles Soule. Clif. McKennev and John
land tire past week.
pretty young lady as “ Miss” and be ex last spring in considerable numbers in the i Eastman were hero recently. The three
S. A. McCrackin lias been home from pected to call her “ M r.” Some of the new
season of migration, and are doubtless j latter are at Chas. Soules' camp cutting
Houghton’s this week.
men emulated the fair sex all too well bv waiting somewhere for the permission of j wood.
far is it to Mount Blue pond is the calmly engaging two partners for one the weather to pass over. Robins always |
:------------------ ------------topic on their conversation card; but then, come by the 10th of March; but the
. most common question.
We
do
Printing
of all kinds promptly.
The high wind of last weet broke off how can you blame a young man for say Listener has heard of no one who had seen
ing
“
yes"
to
every
good-looking
damsel
one this year, up to yesterday. Songmany limbs*from the trees.
who asks for the pleasure of such and such
Harrison Small and wife, of Kingfield, a topic? Ice cream and cake were served sparrows also are overdue; the Listener
has heard of one, but has not heard one.
were in town Saturday.
and the party did not break up till a late One of the Listener’s friends has seen a
B E A U T I F U L
C. L. Boston has left the employ of the hour. Those present were: New women,
red-wing black-bird in Wellesley. Poor
Phillips & Rangeley railroad.
Messrs. Kinney, Brackett, Hinkley, Dill, fellow! The bird must have wished, dur
Lots of feed and grain shipped up thp Timberlake, Wheeler, Fultz. New men: ing the horrible storm of Thursday night,
Misses Aldrich, Butler. Stover, Saunders, that lie had not been so optimistic. Often
line Monday, after the blockade.
The second of April was the day for a Fultz, McKeeu<Hinkley, Dill.
the birds have been caught by hard spring
Get
Card and we will punch out the
Geo. L. Lakin. D. G. C. of the U. O. G. storms after their arrival, but thejT have j amount of all cash purchases, When vou
heavy snow this year. Over a foot fell.
asant and
am’ ; K- • 1.<.■ :_>111 goods, to the amount of
Miss Jessie Toothaker leaves Saturday C . , instituted a commandery at Smithfield, previously been allured by pleasant
for Bath, where she will teach this spring. on Tuesday evening, March 31. He was open weather. This year there has been $10.00, you furnish us with a photograph
assisted by some of the. Grand Officers. no such weather— nothing but steady, re or tintype fro -. wide: t o make the picture.
Daniel F. Field, of Hinkley, Gragin &
The commandery is named North Pond lentless winter, snow-bound, ice-bound,
The cost of Frame, glass, etc., will be
Field, is in Boston this week for Spring
and has 27 charter members. The follow- with heart-breaking windstorms three only K at.f P uk -r, $2.75.
purchases.
are the officers: Miss Stella A. Holmes, times a week. There has been no reason
These Pictures are made by the wellThe crowning piece of the Easter decora P. N. C.; Daniei S. Witham, N. C.; Lucy why the birds should have come, and
tions at the Methodist church Sunday, p. Marston, V. N. C.; A. C, Higgins, W. every Reason why they should not have known G U A R A N T E E P O R T R A IT CO.
was a beautiful Easter lily belonging to H.; C. R. Pierce. F. K. of R.; C. A. Har come.
Mrs. E. J. Ross.
low. N. K. of R.; F. M, Whitehouse, W.
Meantime the winter birds— those little
A handsome boat passed through this P.; Cora M. Bigelow, W. I. G.; Crowell
week from a New York maker, for Dr. A. Wade. W. O. G.; Dr. J. D. Ames, M. creatures Of singular tastes— have been en
Geo. H. Payne, sent in care of John W. D. On April 1st assisted by Grand Com., joying themselves. The chickadees we
F. H. Dexter, Grand Trustee, Herbert have always with us: they go well into
Sylvester, Eustis.
C O F F IN -. and C A S K E T S ,
the woods when it blows hard, but come
We call attention to the advertisement Smith and Past; Grand Lady Com., of to the very threshold of the country Ko. •> Beal /i/oc /v, Phillips, Maine'.
of-Coi. E. M. Robinson, of Phillips. You Springvale, Me., Mr. Lakin organized a houses if it is merely cold or snowing, and
who wish crayon portraits had better Commandery at South Nori’igewock, always sing, and are as cheery in January
give him a call and you who do not will- named Oosoola and starts with 25 charter (or even in March) as they are in June.
find a large and varied collection of furni members. The following officers were in It isn't that they prefer winter to summer,
stalled: Charles S. Wright, P. N. C.; J.
ture to select from.
D. Amps, N . C.; Miss Josephine R. Nick like the pine grosbeaks and snowbirds;
Cotter Wells has gone to Boston to
erson. V. N. C,: H. S. Deverup, W. LI.; they are as true summer birds as winter Wishes to inform the people of Rangeley and
visit one of the most successful violin
Edwin H. Cooley, F. K. of R.; Jay M. birds; they are just naturally cheerful,
makers in New England. This gentleman
Pierce, N. K. of R.; Chas. R. Doyen, W. constant and affectionate. (B y the way.,
has placed at Mr. Wells’ disposal a gen
vicinity that he has
P.: Caroline L. Ames, W. I. G.; Frank E. the Listener read some very nice verses in
uine Stradivarious with full permission to
the
Transcript
the
other
day
in
which
the
Wade. W. O. G.: Dr. J. P. Ames, M. D.
make all the'measurements he cares to.
“ snowbird” was made
;e to “sin;:: his chickEaster Sunday savored decidedly more
as n o 1<ms absurd
Rev . W. W. Ranuey, who has occupied of winter than spring but for all that a-dee-dee” — which
h ■pulpit of the Congregationalist church there were large audiences at both than it would have been if tiic robin or
for the past four years has received and churches for the morning service. A t the the bluejay had bee) mad<? to sing chickaccepted a call from a New Haven, Conn., Methodist church Rev. W. A. Nottage a-dee— the snowbird bring abundant and
(Jld & h o p
church. Mr. Ranney will leave none but preached from I Cor. 15:14. A t Union familiar, and completely differentiated
friends, all of whom regret his departure. church, in the absence of the pastor, Rev. from the cliickade.) The snowbirds have
also been plentiful about the dooryard
Charles E. Berry has been having a fair E. R. Stearns, of New Vineyard occupied this month, and seem to be very grateful On Main Street, where he will be pleased to
run of sap this season. He has made the pulpit, speaking from the text: Luke for wheat or crumbs or sunflowers, as if
some delicious maple syrup. If the sleigh 24:5-6. Both churches were prettily subsistence on their own account were
meet his old customers, and welcome
ing holds good, and appearances indicate decorated with potted plants, effectively getting a little irksome, even to snow
that it will, he thinks of inviting the banked near the pulpit. The Young birds, in this interminable winter.
new ones.
Grangers to take a ride up there and en People’s sunrise service was given up on
* * *
account of the weather, but the six p. m .
joy a candy pull sometime next week.
The other day a neighbor said to the
meeting,
led by Miss Sarah Toothaker, Listener, “ I saw a big flock of Canadian
The snow train that left here Thursday
evening on the P. & R. road left the flange was well attended and full of interest. snowbirds over here a little while ago.”
digger at Reeds and got out of water The Easter concert at the Methodist “ And what do you mean by Canadian
church in the evening drew a packed house snowbirds?” the Listener asked. “ Why,
and coal at the dam below Redington—
and was a very enjoyable affair. The pro the white ones,” he answered. Only a
stuck in the snow. President Gilman was
gram was as follows:
little while before the Listener had seen a
hi town and Friday issued orders for the
ByChoir.
flock of snow-buntings not far from the
Redington mill to shut down, and the men Singing,
Prayer.
same place— beautiful creatures, looking
to be sent down to get the road open and
Singing,
By Quartette. almost completely white as they fluttered
the train in.
Address.
Louise Atw ood.
along, but marked with chestnut. The
Specialist in H o ts e -S h o e in g .
It was just eight years ago, April 3, Reading. "H e is R isen.1'
Lunette Rollin.
Listener was interested, for he had never
By Choir.
that there came a snow storm. It was very Singing.
heard
the
snow-buntings
called
Canadian
Vena Ross.
heavy down country completely blocking Reading,
before; he had rather thought of them as
the Maine Central for nearly a week and Exercise, -Easter Buds.”
RANGELEY.
belonging to the sea coast.
They are
M A IN E .
DellaRoss.
holding back the Sandy River train a Recitation, “My P rayer,”
Recitation, -Mother’s F a c e ,” WinnieHarnden. larger and of more striking appearance
couple of miles out of Farmington. There
Declamation. “ Spring W h e a t.”
Daniel Davis. than the common snowbird, and always
was scarcely any snow north of Fair , Exercise and Singing.
seem to go in large flocks. Their plumage
banks, and people here cm
u*diy be- 1R i d i n g . 'The Easter D ov e,” K ate Keniston.
fits them admirably for a snowy land
leive the delay was owing t
,vDeclamation, TheGlass House. Albert Atw ood.
scape.
j
Recitation,
The
Difficult
Seed.
Flora
Kean.
A t the Grand Army Soci
nnrsGus*ie Harrison,
dnv eve : larcv number a
bled. con- ! Singing.
But neither they nor any other bird are
-D
j Reading. ‘ ■Sometimes,”
Rose Toothaker.
eohl
veterans
sideling the bard storm. Th
tion.
Harold Ross. so frankly Artie as the pine grossbeaks— |h e a d s t o n e
U
i
L
E
l
'
S
.
✓
::hibit ’ their old-time vul r 'in the attack Reading “Shut The Door,1'
Lucille Byron. which have been described within an inch
ipou the baked o^ans am: the invited
AM
N
T
L
E
S
H
E
f
/
Y
E
S
.
A
EL
l Exercise. •Fair Lilies.”
of their lives this winter, amj written up
quests were not at all cow ;rdly iu their
■>n. “Thing- that ’Sprise You.”
and glorified until their little red head |( ' E M K T E H Y W O R K O F A L L F I N D S .
-rapport. After supper Rev Mr. Nottage
Mildred Hescock. must he completely turned. But not even
rude a few very interesting remarks, fol- Heading, “We Shall Know Each Other There.” all this adulation could suffice to hold
D O S E TO O R D E R .
Sarah Davis.
lowed by 3. E. Pratt. Col. Robinson, the
them
here;
they
have
gone—
though
hea
ven
w
i O V 1 ',
Commander, presented the Post with seve Recitation. Who Knows Best, Myrtle Hescock. knows they might have stayed; there has
Recitation, Giving.
Inez Blanchard.
ral copies of the Grand Army Song Book
i
a
o
s
,
H i l 1 i p « , M e .-.
not
yet,
been
any
cessation
of
true
pineCollection.
and selections from them were sung. Singing.
They cannot run the
By Quartette. grosbeck weather.
All Order> by Mt
>r Telegraph promptly
Games and, marches followed.
Benediction.
risk, however, of the mere prospect of attended to
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A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.
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"Ring, happy bells of Easter time,
The world is glad to hear your chime;
Across wide fields of melting snow
The winds of summer softly blow,
And birds and streams repeat the chime
o f Easter tim e.”

‘

The echoes of those “ happy Easter
bells” have hardly died away, and before
their music ceases, it is well that we
should recall how much the day means,
' not to the whole human race, but to
women in particular.
The history of Christianity is so in
separably connected with the elevation of
our sex that we can hardly think of them
apart. Before that time it is true there
were many noble women whose names
adorn the pages of the old Testament, but
they were isolated examples, who would
gaze with wonder and amazement could
they but see where woman stands to-day.
I think if we could look at Christ’s life,
as we would at that of some one in our
•generation to whom we were immensely
indebted, it would greatly help us in
growing to be more like Him.
But it seems so far away that we too
often regard it as a matter of history, and
yet it is really one of the most simple and
touching lives that was ever lived, and
from first to last women were His best
friends.
The greatest artists of all time have
been inspired by the subject, and as a con
sequence we have pictures of the angel ap
pearing to Mary and bearing the glad tid
ings which caused her outburst of song, a
song which will sound through all the
ages to come, and which may well form a
part of every church service.
“From
henceforth all generations shall call me
blessed.”
In another picture "the manger of
Bethlehem cradles a King.” and amid the
strange surroundings of wondering cattle,
we sec the three wise men of the East
bending in adoration before Mary and the
Child ^
We do not worship, as do the Roman
Catholics, the mother of Christ, though
we gladly accord, her the highest position
among women, but who can tell how much
of our advancement for hundreds of years,
was owing to the reverence felt for her, in
that church to which the whole Christian
world then belonged.
However this may be, it is true that
from the coming of our Savior dates a
new era for woman, and all through His
brief, sad life she appears as comforter or
comforted. His few moments of rest were
taken at the home of Mary and Martha,
N and for their sorrow we have the record
that “ Jesus wept.”
And as the last hours draw nigh it is to
the faithful women who stand near, that
He gives the last look of affection, and
almost His last breath, as He commends
His mother to the care of the beloved
disciple. And life and hope seem to die
together.
But faithful still, early in the dawn of
the third day, come these same devoted
women, asking “ who shall roll us away
the stone from the door,” when lo! it is
gone, and in its place is the angel, who
ushers in the first Easter morn with the
glad announcement:
“ He is not here. He is risen.”
Fitting indeed was it, that to those who
had helped him bear the “ heat and burden
of the day” should first come the news
that "Jesus had broken the bars of the
tomb.”
It is a gi>od thing for the world that
Easter is coming to be so generally ob
served, for while its observapee has been
of slower growth than that of Christmas,
like that happy festival, it will be more
and more honored as the years roll on.
There is much of sadness in all lives,
sadness of which we can have no knowlege

and which may cause us to judge harshly,
where could we but know the truth we
should feel deepest sympathy. And again
none of us reach middle life but we learn
this truth, that
"T here is no fireside howsoe’er defended.
But has one vacant chair.”

buttoned and guiltless of wrinkles; but as
they are intensely hot for summer wear,
golf stockings, which bid fair to be the TROUT - AND - SALMON
coming fashion, will no doubt sup
plant expensive gaiters. And, last, the
hat, which makes or mars the feminine
rider, the golden rule for bicyclers is sim
plicity— no ostrich feathers, no blowy
r
u
n
s
!
trimmings of any kind, and, above all, if
the wearer has passed the Rubicon of
thirty, let her avoid the jaunty style—
that way ruin lies.
Only fluffy-haired girls in their teens When the season for fishing opens, I shall
can afford to affect the piquant mode in
head-gear. A woman past her youth have the
wearing a Tarn O’ Shanter is, alas no un
common sight, but is one to make angels
weep. A close-fitting toque or turban is
always appropriate, or a sailor hat, if one
can wear that youthful style, is both
comfortable and correct. But whatever
the mind chooses, let it be firmly pinned on
neatly braided locks. I defy even a Puri
tan maiden to look anything but rakish
with windblown tresses and a hat awry.
These simple precautions observed, a
woman can ride the streets or park, secure
in the consciousness that she is clad both
E V E R SHOWN
fittingly7 and appropriately, after all, the
secret of good-dressing, whether for
the church, the promenade or for the
IN M A I N E . '
wheel,— P h ila d e lp h ia R e c o r d .

Chairs that remain forever unfilled to us
however it may appear to others.
And then the demon of doubt assails
some, and they will say. “ do you feel s u r e
that you will see your loved ones again?”
and when you answer yes, they cannot
agree with you.
They are like the happy birds that fly
about in the. summer air, knowing no re
straint, until by some mischance one flies
in at an open window.
The sun still
shines as brightly as before, and the way
by which it came is open, but its usual
course is to beat wildly against a c lo se d
window, and unless it is rescued, death is
the result.
And so some kind friend comes to the
relief of tbq doubting one, and by and by
the days grow more sunny, and they can
think of their loved ones without such bit
ter grief, knowing that ’tis always well
with them as they wait “ among the green
pastures, and beside the still waters” of a
land where it is always summer. A home
where we shall s u r e l y meet them, for of all
the lessons that Easter teaches, the best
and most comforting is this blessed assur
A Framingham. Mass., milliner says
ance:
that the prevailing styles of the coming
Will have all the old and most reliable
“ Because I live, ye shall live also.”
summer will be in large hats with Tam
O’Shanter and bell-shaped crowns, wrhile flies and many new ones.
in small shapes “ Pet” will be among the
Never yet was a springtime,
Also a very large line of the F IN E S T
most prominent.
Late though lingered the snow.

Largest and

Most Complete Stock

Of Trout And Salmon Flies

That the sap stirred not at the whisper
Of the south wind, sw eet and low;
N ever yet was a springtime
W hen the buds forgot to blow'.
Ever the wings of the summer
A re folded under the mold;
Life that has known no dying
Is Love's to have and to hold.
Till sudden, the bourgeoning Easter!
The song! the green and the gold!
— M a rg a ret K . S o n g ste r in H a r p e r 's M a ga zin e.

The Woman Who Wheels.

What to w7ear is the all absorbing ques
tion among the feminine devotees of the
sport, so a word on the subject.
First, then, it is an indisputable fact
that even the prettiest woman can look a
guy on the wheel without half trying, and
the unwonted exercise, combined with
wind and hill climbing are calculated to
reduce even the neatest wheelwoman to
dire disaster.
Fitness is the first essential; a woman
should be quite as trim and chic in her
bicycle dress as in a riding habit. Becom
ing style is affected on the w7heel by wromen who know.
First, then, if you value your reputation
as a good dresser, eschew all fripperies,
such as feathers or flowers on the hat, or
furbelows on the dress. Wear what style
you will— long skirt, short skirt, bloom
ers, or that artful compromise the devided
skirt with apron front, but whatever your
choice, let it be both neat and appropri
ate.
The ideal material for summer wear is a
light-weight mohair which has no equal
as a dust-shedder. This, whether bloom
ers or the simple habit-like skirt, should
be made severely plain and, above all,
strongly sewed, with no heel-catching
facings. A short jacket of the same, per
fect fitting, with plenty of pockets and
quite devoid of trimming, completes a
serviceable as well as stylish costume for
the road. As to the blouse, fancy must
dictate. A white waistcoat buttoned
close to the throat is particularly fetching,
although a soft blouse of §ilk or a pretty
light shirt waist is perhaps more comfort
able, and lifter all, comfort’s the thing!
The shoes should be well-made, well-fit
ting and, harken attentively, ye feminine
riders, well-blacked! Anything more un
sightly than shabby shoes rapidly revolv
ing on a pair of pedals is yet to come
within range of man’s vision. As to the
leggings, there is no economy in cheap
ones— they should be of good cloth, closely

L E A D E R S made from the finest quality
Vaseline is the salvation of new shoes
which have become wet and muddy. First of gut. Leaders and Flies all tied by my
rub the shoes well with a soft clotli and
self.
then remove all the mud. Now for the
vaseline. Saturate a cloth with it and rub
it well into the shoes. Stuff the shoes into
shape, and let them rest for a while; then
give them another oiling and rubbing and
they will appear as good as new7. This
same treatment will do much for old shoes
which have been out in the rain.
APPLE CREAM CAKE.

One cup sugar, one-half cup sw7eet milk,
two cups of flour, one egg and yolk of ano
ther, tablespoonful of butter, one tea
spoonful of cream of tartar, one-half teaspodnful of soda; flavor.
Bake in three tins.
KILL! XU.

THE SLEIGHING * *
* * * HAS COME!

Tw o grated sour apples, white of one
egg, one cup of sugar. Beat the white of
And now you’ll be wanting a sleigh to
the egg adding the sugar gradually, then
add the apple gradually; the longer it is replace the old and worn-out one you’ve
beaten the whiter and finer grained it is.
been using. I have a fine line of
Miss E lla V. T oothaker .
CORRECTION.

S l e i g h s ,

In the Corner for March 5 one Cup of m o 
la sse s should be added to the recipe for
And feel sure that I can please you on
muster gingerbread.
both the goods and the prices. Get my
A N O T H E R C A K E P IL L IN G .

Grated rind and juice of one lemon, one figures before you purchase elsewhere.
or two grated sour apples, 1 cup sugar,
boil and spread.
Miss E. V. T.
LEMON SYRUP.

W. J. ROSS,

When lemons are cheap, a large family
would always find it to their advantage
P H IL L IP S , M AINE.
to buy a whole box. Some dozens
squeezed, and the juice made into syrup,
LuLf./.i r. vv r. 1 mwuin,
u. r reciuim:
enables one to have lemonade at a mo
"M errow ’s Magic Liniment has
worked
wonders.
It
has
cured the
ment’s notice for months, and give much "■ O ,S3 lameness in my fo o t.’
needed refreshments to the sick or tveary.
Sold E v eryw h ere: CO
To two pounds of loaf or crushed sugar
5
put two pints of water and the juice
if)
a-O C f!
o' (D
£
of eight good lemons, boil for about
ct>^ ^ h
s
0
Q
0
twenty minutes with a rind of three.
Magic
r a 2.2
M
5b u
After the sugar-water and rind are boiled * Ss« S
a>
H
J)c 5 ,
a
and skimmed till clear, you then add juice, H- 0) o-3
a
>
FOE
S
not to be strained till the syrup is done; <5
Man or B e a st.
d 3
boil for about five minutes, take it
'Ig-e'g
O
>
25
C
ts
.
off the fire, strain and bottle it. This
2
!
G
2 t*
H
. t 1aj3 j
By R. A. Merrow . PV 53
quantity makes two quart-bottles full,
K ‘ EJ5 2
Farmington, Maine.
bringing the cost to from twenty to
thirty cents each. — M a r y S t u a r t S m i t h 's
" 1 he best thing I ever used. I have

Mcrccw’s

Llnirnent,

g!|i

V ir g in ia C o o k e r y R o o k .

suffered terribly with Rheumatism.”
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They looked upon the gems of night.
So clear, so bright, so far;
‘ •My love,” said he, “ will constant be
A s yonder constant star.”
But even as he spoke, there came
To both a sudden jar—
That speck of light had dropped
sight—
It was a shooting star:

from

The May-flower may flower, but it will
hardly be on time.
An exchange says “ a fool is born daily.”
If they died at the same rate, the world,
at least, could hold its own.

A D V ER TISIN G Rates Reasonable,and will
be made known on application.

Don’t go to West Bethel in search of a
higher potato market— a man there re
cently bought 10 bushels for 81.50.

A d d r e s s a ll c o m m u n i c a t i o n s t o
R an geley

L a k e s , R a n g e l e y . M a in e .

A Paris Hill coi’respondent of the Rum
ford Falls Times concludes that the gentle
R angeley , M e ., T hursday, A pr . 9, 1896. man of the Baptist parish must be very
good cooks, inasmuch as no deaths have
resulted from the annual supper given
The Missing Wherefore.
under their auspices.
As yet we are unable to furnish our
readers with the complete story of the
A petition is being circulated asking R.
shut-out in New York. The exposition C. Bradford, treasnrer of the Portland &
Rumford
Falls Railway, to issue a mile
managers refuse to vouchsafe any plausi
book at 2 cents per mile. — R u m f o r d
ble reason for allowing the Rangeleys to age
F a lls T i m e s .
be given the cold shoulder. A letter re
Might as well ask for passes, while
ceived from them this week carefully you’re about it.
avoids any explanation of their former
letter stating that they had no objection
St. Anthony, of Padua, was born in
to the new arrangement made with the Lisbon, Portugal, in 1195. Last year, in
guides.
order to celebrate the seven hundredth an
But— it’s a long lane that has no turn niversary of that event, and also to get a
ing, and a very crooked story that cannot good slice of stamp collector’s coin, Lis
be ultimately straightened out.
bon issued a series of postage stamps
The leaven is working. The mixture is commemorative of that event. On the re
sure to rise. We are getting a word here, versal was printed a prayer, and a certain
another there and a most interesting quantity were blessed with holy water,
story is resulting. People that talk much and the price doubled. It is needless to
usually say something, sometimes they remark that collectors did not h ies* them.
say more than they intended, but it only
This latest discovery of a ‘‘thought ma
shows the incentive beneath the mask.
The mask will drop some day and then chine” an instrument that betrays the
you will all wonder why you could not mind’s secrets, that has just been invented
by Mr. Julius Emnler an electrician of
have seen through it before.
note in Washington, is not so new after
all— years ago a story was told of a dutchPilgrim Commandery’s Easter.
man who whipped his boy for swearing.
Pilgrin^ Commandery, No. 19, K. T ., The boy positively declared he did not
stationed at Farmington, attended ser swear, to which the father answered ‘‘ Well,
vice at the First Unitarian Church Easter dat makes never mind, I whips you pecause
morning. The sermon was by Rev. Wm. you thought damn.” There is probably
H. Ramsay and the service, participated as much sense in one as in the other.
in by the Sir Knight’s and the congrega
tion, was very impressive.
Few people are aware that the term
News of the Printing Shops.
The Kennebec Journal comes to us in an
improved condition. The management
having added three Mergenthaler Lino
type composing machines. This gives
them the advantage of appearing in each
issue with a new dress, the type being cast
in lines. In an office using these machines
•:pi’.’ is an unknown quantity, and the
much abused printer’s devil escapes with
a moderate amount of profanity. It must
make poor country publishers, whose type
has become so worn and battered that it
makes slight difference which end is used
to print from, long for the day when they
can make a similar announcement. “ Yer
and Guv’ner.”
The Waterville Mail has changed its
form, the old four-page sheet is no more;
in its place comes a neat six-column, eightpage paper. We are pleased to see
changes of this kind, showing as they do
that the form of R a n g e l e y L a k e s is the
ideal one and that all improvements tend
toward it. The Mail is nearly 50 years
old— forty-nine years older than R a n g e l e y L a k e s — but then, when you celebrate
your centennial we shall be half as old.
The ‘‘Saturday Lewiston” Journal, is
taking on more and more the illustrated
features of the New York and Boston
Sunday papers, without in the least les
sening its usual string of bright Maine
specialties. I t ’s illustrations, too. are
steadily improving in artistic merit.

“ peach,” as applied to girls of more than
ordinary attractiveness, and considered
atrocious slang by the ultra-educated
class, can trace its ancestry back to a
poem of perhaps America’s most famous
poet. He was writing about Philadel
phia. and the line in question would
seem to indicate that in his judgment,
Philadelphia girls were all “ peaches.”
At any rate, such a meaning can he ex
tracted with just the slightest assistance
of the imagination. Henry W. Longfellow
is the poet in question, and the line occurs
in his celebrated poem, “ Evangeline.” In
the opening lines of the fith stanza of part
second, the poet says:
In that delightful land which is washed by the
Delaware’s waters.
Guarding in sylvan shades the name of Penn,
the apostle,
Stands on the banks of its beautiful stream
the city he founded;
There ail the air is balm, and the peach is the
emblem of beauty.

S till A n o th e r Toud S to ry .
|Bangor Commercial].

A man in Parkhurst has evidently been
unable to sleep nights since he heard that
story about a toad being found in the
heart of a maple tree in the Rangeley
lake region. He doubtless feels better
now for he has related a narrative fully
equal to any we have heard this spring.
In substance it is this: He and a com
panion were chopping wood in Fort Fair

field, years ago and they had a long bottle
of whiskey. They had drank about a
third of the contents of the bottle, which
they put away in a hollow stump, when a
thunder shower came up so suddenly they
forgot their bottle in their hurry to leave.
Twelve years afterward he was crossing
this very same field, and seeing a man pull
ing stumps, reminded him of the bottle he
placed in the stump. After a little sur
veying he was able to locate the very
stump. After digging out the rotten
wood and moss that had accumulated in
12 years, the bottle was found with the
cork cemented in with old age. But
imagine his surprise and chagrin on hold
ing the bottle to the light to see that
every drop of whiskey was gone and in its
place was a huge toad that nearly filled
the bottle. On breaking the bottle the
toad hopped away through the grass as
lively as a cricket.
Topographical Survey.
Prof. Leslie A. Lee, of Bowdoin College,
read a paper before the State Board of
Trade at Waterville, which is published in
full in the Industral Journal, on the above
subject. It is a most interesting address,
and one that if every citizen of Maine
should read, would certainly hasten the
day when this State would unite with the
U. S. government in having such a survey
made.
Such a map is as near perfect as it is
possible for one to be made: the scale upon
which they are made is one inch to the
mile, making them very easy for minor
measurements. In co-operating with the
U. S. Geological Survey, in making the
survey, the State pays one-lialf the cost of
the filled work, the United States makes
all drawings and engravings furnishing
the State with copper plates, for their
own use, free.
A portion of the State has been sur
veyed but at the slow rate it is being done
it will take over fifty years to complete it.
In this connection Prof. Lee says, “ That
will be too late to develop the State’s
resources. What we read is immediate
action. We need to keep the sons and
daughters of Maine at home and to bring
more people. Fifty years from now the
conditions will be quite different. Com
petition will crush us if we do not keep the
ball of progress rolling.”
Let us by all means, urge upon our
next Legislature to make a beginning and
appropriate a sum of money t o cover, at
least, two years work.
The Veracious Lewis Badly Bucked.
[W . W . Small in Rumford Falls TimesJ.

Several years ago, before killing deer in
winter was as much of an offence, both
against the State and the welfare of the
sporting interests as it is now, our friend
Rowe was gumming on the northwest
side of Mt. Saddleback, when he ran into
a mammoth buck deer, which he wanted
to capture alive. He had a stout cord in
his pack which he said to himself will be
long enough to both lead a,nd hamper him.
He dropped his gumming hatchet and
started to run down the buck, which soon
stuck in the snow. Lewis, according to
his own story related to the writer soon
after, got around in front of the deer when
he slumped into the snow until his
stomach, which is the most prominent
part of his anatomy, came directly in
front of the buck’s head. His deership
gavea defiant “ ba-a-a” and with his head
gave his antagonist a punch which settled
him back into the snow. The deer could
not regain his feet so that he could
trample him under foot, but whenever
Lewis would attempt to get up lie would
“ ba-a-a” and set him back again. Finally
Lewis thought he would get his arms
around the deer’s neck and liol^ him so
that he could get a rope over his head and
capture his buckship alive. After being
bucked and punched till his stomach re
sembled the form of the inside of a wooden
butter bowl, he found he could not get
away alive and killed the deer in pure self
defence,

GUN STOCKS.
The Best Made of Long Seasoned Walnut
and Fashioned by Hand.

Gun stocks of good workmanship are
made of well seasoned walnut.
“ That piece of wood,” said a gunsmith,
holding up a heavy billet sawed into a
rude semblance of a gun stock, “ may have
been 20 years seasoning. I ’ve known the
pile of wood it came from these 17 years.
The piece, as you see it. is worth 83. It is
English walnut. This piece that I am
shaping was worth 84 in the rough. It is
German walnut. The Brazilian walnut
costs as much as 815 for a single billet.”
Cheap gun stocks are made from Ameri
can walnut, which costs but a trifle in the
rough, but is too porous for use in the
best guns. Gun stocks are now turned
out by machinery, and thus made they are
cheap. The best are still handmade, and
it costs about 810 to reduce the billet of
seasoned walnut to the finished and or
nate stock. Most stocks are now made
with the pistol grip feature in addition to
the shoulder piece. Doubtless the stock
as a whole is a development from the pis
tol handle. The traditional ornamenta
tion is a series of crossed lines. Skillet!
gunsmirhs spend much time and care upon
the fashioning of the stock. After it has
been shaped to the right form it is finished
to a smooth and uniform surface with
laboi’ious sandpapering, and finally shel
lacked and rubbed down and polished
after the manner of treating the best cabi
net made furniture. A gunsmith may
spend two days or more in making a
stock, and a handmade stock of Brazilian
walnut may be worth 825.
Fancy woods are not much used in gun
stocks that are to be anything but show
pieces. Mahogany is too brittle for the
purpose, and rosewood is too heavy. The
finishing has to be of a sort to resist
water, and hence ordinary varnish is not
used in polishing a well made gun stock.
There are comparatively few gunsmiths in
town that make a specialty of handsome
stocks, and those are usually Germans.
A gunsmith is occasional! asked to make
an especially ornate stock with carvings
and possibly even inset pearl, ivory or
gold. These stocks are costly, but for
practical purposes they are less useful
than the plain stock of English, German
or Brazilian walnut.— X c v ' Y o r k S u n .
Other News and Notes.
••The outlook for a. prosperous season
for Maine’s fish and game is firstrate,”
said Colonel E. C. Farrington, secretary
of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game
Association, to a Kennebee Journal re
porter, Monday.
“ The lakes will open early this year,"
continued the colonel, “ and many hun
dreds of sportsmen will be attracted to the
State, leaving barrels of money and there
by pleasing everyone. Affairs of the Maine
Spoi’tsmen’s Fish and Game' Association
are in a most satisfactory state.
“ The National Protective Association
has been organized with headquarters at
Kalamazoo, Mich., and will ask Congress
to protect game in states and territories.
In some localities the game is slaughtered
and shipped out of the state without any
limit. The decision recently passed dow 11
from the supreme court giving the State
absolute control over its fish and game is
one that is all right and pleases those hav
ing at interest the fish and large game of
Maine.
“ Citizens are allowed to take all the fish
that they desire from the first of May until
the first of October, provided they are for
their own use. The limit, however, is 25
pounds. The big game season opens in
October and continues until January, and
during those three months many hundred
deer and other animals are pulled down by
the man with a rifle. Yet there is a limit.
The woodcock and duck shooting season
opens Sept. 1 and the partridge. Sept. 20.
I predict a good season for all those inter
ested in the preservation of Maine’s fish
and game for the sport itself.

RANGELEY LAKES
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OUR N EW GAME COMMISSIONER,

W ith th e S portsm en.
MOONLIGHT FLY FISHING.
A Practice Which Used to be Indulged in
at Quimby Pond.

"Deck" Quimby h a s given R a n g e l e y
little inside history of Quimby
pond; he having been born and always
}ived a short distance from it, is able to
furnish more reliable information than any
other person.
Mr. Quimby says that previous to last
year there were but three boats on the
pond, and although they were in use a
larger part of the time, the trout contin
ued to thrive and did not seem to diminish
in numbers. Then began the so-called
"Moonlight fly fishing,” which was no less
than grappling, the fish being in large
numbers over the spring holes, a loaded
leader, with several flies, was thrown and
allowed to settle. A quick pull generally
hooked from two to four, not one of them
being legally taken. Parties would go
there and in an hour’s fishing fill a basket
and the following night return with a still
larger one. This slaughter was stopped.
More boats were put on the pond and the
number of visitors increased till it was
found that extermination would be the
outcome. The Fish Commissioners were
called on to limit the number of fish to a
boat per day and last July, it will be re
membered, they made the number fifteen.
•‘If this is carried out,” says Mr. Quimby,
•‘the pond will soon recover from the severe
fishing it has received.”
He says a year ago last fall the pond
was so full of trout that they cleared off
many new spawning beds and the only
way to count them was to estimate them
by bushels. This last fall they could be
counted by single fish and many of the for
mer beds were not in use at all. Quimby
pond is a natural home for trout; there
are no chubs or other fish to eat the eggs
or young fry; there are no ice freshets to
destroy them, the shores, and bed of the
pond, abound in springs, thus giving an
even temperature.
The spawn are now hatched and the ice
will be melted, over the springs, in a few
days, when thousands of fry can be seen
swimming about.
There being no destructive elements abounding in the pond probably very few of
the young trout perish.
The law limiting the number of fish to
fifteen does not take into account those
that are taken and put back alive, thus
giving the sportsman the privilege of maka selection and his fifteen may mean fifteen
pounds, which should be enough for any
one.
L akes a

Caught the Trout in His Teeth.

it was some 30 or 35 years ago, says a
writer in the Bangor Commercial that
three brothers named Cross, belonging in
Dover, used to come to the lake fishing
and out on Sugar Island and fishing one
year between that and Deer Island, and
another year at the easterly end of the
former island, at the Thoroughfare. It
was while fishing here that they made
their enormus catch, being no less than a
monster laker, some four feet in length
and weighing 42 pounds.
But there are other things that go to
make fishing exciting besides getting the
biggest fish, and one of them is tho man
ner in which fish ai*e caught. The ingenu
ity of man is taxed to the uttermost to
find something more alluring in the way
of bait or something more certain in the

way of tackle to secure the fish when al
lured, but it yet remains to tell of the man
who, with only the tackle with which
nature provided him, was enabled to catch,
and safely land, a big laker of 25 pounds
weight.
It was in 1841, the year that President
Harrison died, and the truth of the story
is made apparent by the fact that the in
cident therein related occurred on the day
that the news of the President’s death
was received at Greenvillev A man, whose
name strangely escapes me at the moment
of writing, was fishing on the lake through
a hole cut in the ice. Feeling a tug at his
line he drew it up and landed on the ice a
7 pound laker. Nothing surprising in this,
you will say, but the surprising thing was
what followed— for that is exactly what
did happen.
Just here would be a good place for any
reader to stop if he has any doubt of the
truthfulness of the story I am relating.
To those not incredulous I will continue.
When the fisherman landed his prize on
the ice, which he did with great rapidity,
judge of the astonishment at seeing a
much bigger laker follow his fish up with
such velocity as to throw himself half out
of the water. Without stopping to think
but acting upon the impulse of the mo
ment— just as a man shuts his eyes after a
einder has gotten into it— he made a grab
at the big one with his hands and, in try
ing to x'id itself of his grasp, the fish
curled itaelf up and made a strike with its
tail. It happened that the caudal appen
dage struck the fisherman squarely in the
mouth and, closing his teetli upon it, he
held it securely until he landed it upon the
ice. On weighing it he found it a good 25
pound avoirdupois.
A Gift to the State.

The State of Maine has received a wel
come gift this year from the United States
Fish Commission, it being nothing less
than 40,000 brook trout eggs from the
hatchery at Green lake, near Bangor,
says the Lewiston Journal. The superin
tendent of the hatchery was directed to
deliver to Commissioner Stanley 20,000
trout eggs, and'to Commissioner Went
worth a like number. The eggs have been
delivered, and all sent to the Enfield hatch
ery, where, by careful and scientific
methods, they will be developed into
young fish of the beautifully speckled breed,
which are the joy of sportsmen and the
delight of epicures. These trout are given,
it is supposed, in return for some of the
various favors granted to Uncle Sam in
the past by State commissioners. About
500,000 trout eggs are taken annually at
the Government hatchery at Green lake.
According to law, 25 per cent of the fish
hatched must be returned to the waters
from which the parent fish are taken, leav
ing 375,000 to be distributed over the
country. The young trout of Green lake
are fine hardy fish, and the hatchery, while
more expensive than the State* establish
ments, is a model of its kind.
C o m m ission er W en tw o rt h sa y s th a t the
b ig gam e h a s been p la y in g in g rea t luck
this yea r. T he w eath er con d itio n s have
been such th a t there h a s been very little
c ru st, and the cru st h un ters have conse
q u en tly had an off ye a r. C om m ission er
W e n tw o r th h a s had

tw o w ard en s on the

n o rth w e st b order fo r som e tim e p a s t, lo o k 
ing ou t for cru st hun ters from

C a n ad a,

b u t up to d a te th ey ha ve n o t seen a single
in vader.

H O N. L E R O Y T . C A R L T O N , O F W IN T H R O P .

Hon. Leroy T . Carlton, of Winthrop,
was last week appointed by Governor
Cleaves commissioner of inland fisheries
and game in place of Hon. 1\ H. Went
worth, of Bangor. Mr. Carlton was
born, and passed his early boyhood in
Phillips, consequently, in him, the Rangeley region can claim a friend to her inter
ests, and the best known and the best
every other way section will hereafter
receive the attention that it should have.
Mr. Carlton is in every way fitted for
the position to which he has been ap
pointed, familliar in his youth with the
art of woodcraft; an ardent sportsman in
later years; one who returns from the
hunt bringing substantial evidence of his

unerring aim; and who, as County A t
torney for eight successive years in Ken
nebec county, was a. terror to evil doers,
will cause a most respectful submission to
the game laws of the State, by all wouldbe violators. It will be well for those
who have had no fears, thinking a few
dollars would cover a multitude of sins,
to pause before they make another at
tempt.
This appointment will serve as a
stiffener of the game wardens’ back-bone,
they will know that they will be upheld in
every legal move they make. Nature has
done much the present season to protect
the larger game, but hereafter the name
of Carlton will be nearly as effective.

IT’S A GO!

but their weight has not been recorded.
In 1851 Sid Dyer caught in little Mus
quash lake, not far from Calas, one that
was exhibited at Calais and weighed 25
pounds. A few years ago Mrs. Dutton
hooked a big one in Tunli pond and it wras
safely landed by the assistance of some
gentlemen who were near by. This fish
weighed 27 pounds and was exhibited at
Cherry field. These last two lakes were
comparatively small bodies of water com
pared with Moosehead and Sclioodic lake
and the size of the fish taken in them is
quite remarkable.
The largest one yet recorded was the
big one. caught by the Frenchman in 1869
at Grand Schoodic lake above Calais,
brought to Bangor and afterwords sent
to Oliver Optic, in Boston. This fish
weighed 32 pounds when it reached Ban
gor and was probably several pounds
heavier when taken out of the water.
Moosehead Lake has yielded many large
trout but the records of them have been
lost, but none exceed 2S pounds with the
exception of the large one now on exhibi
tion in this city and which weighs 29
pounds.

President Gilman Will Build a Handsome
Summer Residence on Marble’s Point

As foreshadowed in last week’s R a n g e L a k e s , A. B. Gilman, Esq., of Haver
hill, Mass., president of the P. &. R. road,
has engaged A. J. Haley to build a handsomesummer residence for him on Marble’s
Point, near the new Rangeley Lake House.
It is to be a two-story building with oc
tagon tower at one corner, will be 43 feet
long and cost nearly $2000. It will be the
finest cottage, on the main land, in this
section. Work is to begin at once and
the cottage completed by June 1st.
ley

Some Fish Facts.

In looking over the town records, says a
writer in the Bangor Commercial. I find
that shad were so plenty in May, 1827,
that over 7000 of them with 100 barrels of
alewives _ were taken at one haul of the
seine at Eddington Bend by Luther Eaton.
In March of the next year Tim Colby, a
noted fisherman, went to Sclioodic pbnd,
near Bi’ownville, and caught deven togue,
Joel Carlton, of Phillips, who deals ex
the largest of which weighed 23 pounds. tensively
in furs,
informs R a n g e l e y
Many large trout since that time are L a k e s that the price of furs has dropped
known to have been caught in our lakes each month during the season.
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MRS. WASHINGTON BLOWHARD
Let Down With a Cool, Hard Thump, by
Her Out-of-Town Friend.
ISpecial Correspondence o f R a n g e l e y L a k e s |.

RANGELEY LAKES
him quite well.” That didn’t appear to
be altogether pleasing to Mrs. Washing
ton Blowhard, and what occurred at the
next corner was still less so. Secretary
--------- himself boarded the car. He passed
Mrs. Washington Blowhard without a
sign of recognition and cordially grasped
the hand of her companion as he expressed
his pleasure at seeing her in Washington
and extended her a pressing invitation to
call on his wife. As soon as Mrs. Wash
ington Blowhard caught the name— she
did not even know the Secretary by sight—
she had a violent fit of coughing and
everybody in the car smiled. The stran
ger was evidently a woman of tact. She
comprehended the situation in an instant,
and with a scarcely suppressed twinkle in
her eyes turned and quietly introduced the
Secretary t'o Mrs. Washington Blowhard.
But that lady was quiet for once, as long
as the Secretary remained in that car.
“ Served her right” I heard one man whis
per to another.

W a s h i n g t o n . D. C., Apr. 1, 1896.
Hon. John W. Poster, ex-Secretary of
State, and Mrs. Poster, are understood
to have been the only Washington people
who received invitations to ex-President
Harrison’s marriage. I saw a letter from
a New York lady, who is a friend of all
the parties, saying that Mr. Harrison’s
children, Russell and Mrs. McKee, had be
come entirely reconciled to the marriage,
which isn’t very surprising when you
come to think about it.
Senator Faulkner has invited a large
house party to spend a few days at his
West Virginia country residence. Among
those who will go are Miss Mary Jones,
daughter of Senator Jones of Ark., Sena
tor Mantle, of Montana, and Miss Bedleman.
Few people know that Washington
leads the cities of the world in honoring
Barred.
the “ men on horseback” with bronze effi
[From the Washington Star.]
gies. The Gen. W. S. Hancock equestrian His face was pale; his glance was sad:
statue, now having the finishing touches
They sought to cheer in vian.
put upon it, makes the seventh in this ••You’ve youth,” they said ‘‘my noble lad:
W herefore should you complain?
city, the others being Andrew Jackson,
Gens. Washington, Scott. McPherson, Perhaps you’ll make your mark some day
Thomas, and Greene. The nearest ap W here glorious deeds are done:”
proach to Washington in this line is H e shook his head and answered, “ Nay.
I cannot shoot a gun.”
Vienna, which has five equestrian statues.
Paris only has three. But when a person "But you may be a statesman yet.
And lit the council hall
with an artist’s education and eye has Behold careers that rise and set
taken in this bronze horse show he is very
While men await your call.”
apt to come to the conclusion that the He shed a tear and answered, “ Though
collection as a whole is scarcely worth
I am K entucky’s son,
being proud of, and that several of them In statesmanship I stand no show;
I cannot shoot a gun.”
might be broken up and sent to the junk
shop without reducing our object lessons “ Courage!” they cried. “ W hy, you may be.
The President ere long.
in art. The Hancock statue, however,
isn’t one of the last. It is, in fact, one of This is a land where all is free
Unto the sw ift and strong.”
the best of them all, and, moreover, it is
His proud lip curled. They heard him say:
the work of a resident artist, Mr. Elliott.
‘ ’Round me the ducks might run
Mrs. Cleveland and the children make The live-long day in guileless play;
frequent trips out to the Cleveland sub
1 cannot shoot a gun.”
urban home, and if the weather is propi
tious they will shortly move out there, to
LONGEVITY OF DEER.
remain until the hot weather drives them
to cool Gray Gables.
A Century Is Not the Limit of Their
Probably every city in the United States
Possible Age.
has at least one male citizen who has
It is difficult, writes a Highland forester,
been called a jay because he did not know
any better than to appear at a morning to speak with certainty as to the age of
function in an evening suit. Washington deer, but we have undeniable testimony
has had hundreds of them, but never until that there were in the old Glengarry for
this week has any one connected with the est stags upward of 80 years of age.
diplomatic corps, the members of which Some maintain that deer attain the age of
are considered to be models of good form six and seven score years. In 1829, while
in everything pertaining to polite society, Macdonnell, of Glengarry, and Lord Dunmade such a break. Nevertheless and more were hunting at Terraa-corrafi a
notwithstanding, a foreign minister made huge stag, with gigantic antlers, darted
his appearance at the funeral of Baron out of the wood. Glengarry shot him.
Pava, son of the Italian Ambassador, Finding that it had a certain ear-mark,
which was attended by the entire diplo he asked his forester to explain whose it
matic corps and many high government was. “ That,” replied the forester, “ is
officials, in a full dress suit. B y the way, the ear-mark of Eoghain Mac-Iain-Oig.”
this young nobleman, whose death is re (Ewen-son-of-John-the-young). Ewen was
gretted by a large circle of friends, deserves a noted forester who had died 150 years
more than a passing notice. Several previously! The antlers of the stag (we
years ago he renounced his title and alle- are told) were preserved in the old Glen
gience to Italy and became an American garry family ever afterward.
The age of the deer is thus described in
citizen. He studied architecture and was
making rapid progress towards fame in an old Gaelic saying:
“ Thrice the age of a dog the age of a
that profession when he died, being a
member of the faculty of Columbian Uni horse; thrice the age of a horse the age o
versity, of this city, in addition to having a man; thrice the age of man the age of a
a connection with a prominent firm of deer; thrice the age of a deer the age of
architects.
the eagle; thrice the age of the eagle the
The weakness of Washington people for age of the oak tree.”
claiming to hold intimate personal rela
We have incontrovertible testimony that
tions with prominent men in public life is a white hind lived in the forest of Lochglaringly apparent to every intelligent Treig during the recollection of three
stranger who visits the National Capital. generations. Every hunter in the district
For that reason, little sympathy was knew her well. She was white as snow,
wasted by those who witnessed the fol and so watchful and ingenious that no
lowing pretty little comedy, in a street one ever got within gunshot of her.
It may be added that the old hunters
car. Two ladies entered, one evidently a
stranger who was being shown the sights and Sennachies in Badenoch and Lochby her Washington Mend. “Oh yes,” aber still (1895) speak of this famous
said the Washington woman, loud enough hind.
to be heard by everybody in the car, “ we
For 40 years a stab roamed over the
have many personal friends among the Monad th-Liath, in Badenoch, and defied
prominent public men, but we are more the best sportsmen of that district.
intimate with Secretary --------- than any “ Many a brave man (to use the idiom of
of the others.” “ I am glad of that,” our Gaelic author) lost the sleep of the
replied her companion quietly,” as I know night and the skin of the feet in pursuit

of him.” Unfortunately, he was wounded,
but not killed, by a gentleman of the name
of Macdonnald. Thirty years afterward
he was shot in Upper Badenoch, and the
bullet fired into him by Macdonnald was
then found in his shoulder! He could not
have been under 140 years of age. — S c o tt i s h
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T im es.

At the Circus.

The Elephant reached around with his
trunk and rattled the bars of the cage of
the Royal Bengal Tiger.
“ What do you want?” growled the
Tiger.
“ Didn’t you cast some aspersions on my
trunk the other day?” inquired the Ele
phant.
“ I did,” responded the Tiger; “ what are
you going to do about it?”
“ Nothing.”
“ Well, what are you disturbing me for?
You make me tired.”
“ I beg your pardon. I merely wanted
to ask you a question.”
“ Ask it then, and don’t stand there all
day.”
“ Can you tell me the difference between
a Royal Bengal Tiger and a jackass?”
“ No,” growled the Tiger. “ What’s the
difference?”
“ Well.” chuckled the Elephant as he
blew a washtubful of dust into the Tiger’s
eyes. “ If I couldn’t tell the difference be
tween myself and a jackass, I ’d tie my
stripes into a string and hang myself with
it; indeed, I would,” and the Elephat went
back to seesawing on his front legs and
distributing occasional trunkfuls of dust
and grass along his spinal column.
A Lewiston gentleman says that the
State of Maine ought to establish a school
of forestry, in which young men could be
trained as Europeans are in the art of car
ing for forests, and then commissions
should be given them to look out for
large tracts of land.
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>Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all Pat-5
?ent business conducted for M o d e r a t e Fe e :
>O ur O ffice i s O p p o si t e U. S . Pa t e n t O ffi ce ?

)and we can secure paten: in less time than those'
I remote from Washington.
J
Send model, drawing or photo., with descrip-5
>tion. We advise, if patentable or not, free ofj
£charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. 1
> A P a m p h l e t , 44 How to Obtain Patents,” with?
Jcost of same in the U. S. and foreign countries^
Jscnt free. Address,

G .A .3 N O W & C O .I
O pp . Pa t e n t O ffi ce , W a s h i n g t o n , n. C.

COPYRIGHTS.

CAN I OBTAIN A P A T E N T ?
For
prompt answer and an
in honest opinion, write to
t
MUNN «fc CO., who have had nearly fifty years’
experience in the patent business. Communica
tions strictly confidential. A II an dtiook of In
formation concerning P aten ts and bow to ob
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special noticeinthe S cien tific A m e r ic a n , and
thus are brought widely before the public with
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. S 3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a year. Single
copies, 5i.> cents. Every number contains beau
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of now
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN &CO„ N ew Yo rk , 3G1 B hoauv/ a y .

E S T A B L I S H E D , 1863.
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PURE LEAD,
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Foreign and American
Marble and Granite
Monuments,
Headstones,
Tablets, Curbing, Etc.,
T E M P L E , M A IN E .

These are warranted
pure.

strictly

The Lead is corroded by

the old Dutch process and ground
very fine in pure bleached linseed
oil.

The result is a lead very

white and o f stronger covering
properties'than any other lead.
It costs no more to put on good
material than poor.

By using

the B urgess, F ores & Co. Goods,
you will he sure ot a good job,
and one that will last.
The Portland Colors are Standart for quality and shade.
6m29

LAND IN CALIFORNIA.
I can sell parties who are desirous of locating
in California, Real Estate in any quantity from
5 to 1000 or more acres, situated in, what I con
sider the best part of California, from 20 to 50
miles from the ocean, just brought into the
market by the Coast Line R. R. from San
Francisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge peo
ple to leave Maine, but if any are coming here.
I can help them to land at from $5 to $50 per
acre, as good as can be bought in other parts
of the state for $400 per acre. Climate fine.
W e ll wooded, pine and oak. Good water.
This is the best chance for a poor man to get
land and make a start o f any place I have seen
In this state. For particulars write or call on
me.
Address,
S E W A R D DILL.
Soquel.
Santa Cruz Co.,
California; or
A . R. BOOTH.
El Paso
de Robles,
San Louis Obispo
Co., Cal.

Job P r in tin g neexeccted
At. Rangeley Lakes Printing Office,

RANGELEY LAKES
HUNTING RUSSIAN BEARS.
Stories of Adventure Related toy an Ameri
can Hunter Abroad.

Bear hunting in Russia has all the
humors, dangers, and excitements that
are dear to every man with sporting blood
in him. Fred Whisliaw tells in Outing
enough of all three to make a sportsman
want to hunt the Russian bear.
This bear is a curious sort of animal and
has a way of circling around and around
his hibernating den for hours and miles,
endeavoring to mislead the hunters, perhaps, or maybe to ge.t so tired as to fall
asleep easily and lastingly. This takes
place at about the time of the first hard
snow, along in November, when food gets
scai’ce, and just about the time the wolves
begin to grow gaunt and fierce. The na
tive hunters keep track of the bears’ dens,
or the bei'logas, and sell the information
of their whereabouts to visiting sports
men for from 30 to 50 roubles a den; but
Mr. Whisliaw, -being a sportsman, preferred to find his own dens; so, having
found a bear track near Alone tz, .where
bears are plentiful, he climbed a tree near
the track and awaited developments, for
•‘you have only to get out of the way and
high enough up to watch his bruinship,
and in the end you will find where the se
lected spot, is:” and having learned the
den’s location he left the bear to sleep
comfortably till the time Of the hunt. Mr.
Wliishavv so found twenty occupied dens,
and with these secrets locked in his bosom
waited for the hunt day.
The first bear that day was found in
elegant style by the dogs. The “ barin,”
or local hunter, got up befoi*e the den with
the only rifle, all ready to shoot, while
Whishaw poked into the den with a pole.
He could feel the soft body, but the bear
wouldn’t move. Punches, jabs, and talk
were of no avail, till at last the pole hit a
tender spot. Then "‘the bear gave vent to
a dismal sob, full of pathos,” which made
the writer sorry for the poor beggar.
Then out came the bear, and before the
bariu had time to shoot the bear he began
to dance most extraordinarily on his hind
legs, a chain in his nose clanking.
••We did the generous thing by him,”
the writer says. "We let him go. He
was somebody's escaped dancing beai, re
turned to sleep in his native wilds. We
had another adventure on this trip. Tb s
was with-a real, live, get-up-and-claw-thchunter she bear, that had four new-born
cubs to propect and a temper rather easily
lost.”
In case the rifle balls should go crooked,
a bear spear comes mighty handy to the
Russian bear hunter. Russian bears are
fools compared with even a decent-sized
black bear in the United States. The
bear spear is a curiosity. Capt. Mayne
Reid in “ The Scalp Hunters” tells about
a rousing fight with the Pueblos in one of
their villages, during which one of the
white men fought with a big warrior
armed with a lance. The white man got
separated from the warrior, and was just
making for him when the Indian got his
lance into the white man.
The white man ran up toward the In
dian, and in spite of the shaft slipping
through his body knifed the Indian to
death. If that Indian had had a Russian
bear spear he would not have been killed,
at least not by the spitted white man, for
the Russian bear spear is made with the
special end in view of preventing the bear
from running up to the. hunter as the
white man did on the Indian. It has a
crescent shaped cross bar with the ends
pointed toward the spear head, and the
strong hunter pokes the eiglitecn-inch long
steel head into the advancing bear clear
to the crescent, and then keeps the bear at
a distance until it is dead. A picture of
a similar spear with which some mission
aries were' killed or wounded appeared in
Harper's Weekly some time ago. The
heathens (Chinese probably) ornamented
their weapons, but the Russian uses a
plain business-like arm.
The she bear the hunters found came out

of the den with a rush. The barin as
good as missed both shots. Then Mr.
Whishaw, seeing that the bar was in in
sore straits, handed him the bear spear
and climbed a near-by ti’ee, “ What else
could I do?” he asks. The O u t i n g 's frontis
piece shows things at this interesting
stage of affairs. Here is whore the
wounded and cornered American bear dif
fers from the Russian animal, for this
bear ran right up on the point of the
weapon. Any bear in America would have
given the spear a whack to one side. The
bear gave a great roar as the steel entered
her flesh. Once on the point she strained
to get at the barin, forcing herself clear to
the crescent. It is right hard work keep
ing even such a wounded bear at a com
fortable distance, and the barin got tired,
and asked if the man up a ti’ee couldn’t
lend a hand. While the man was sliding
down the tree trunk the barin slipped
backward and with a mighty roar the
bear toppled over onto him, “ broke the
shaft of the spear, set its sharp claws in
the burin’s leather boots, and opened its
jaws to bite. Just then the blood irnshed
out in sti’eams from her mouth anil she
fell dead. The barin gave no signs of life,
either,” the writer says, “ but I rightly
judged that he was simply being suffo
cated by the heavy bi’ute on him.” The
bear weighed 350 pounds and the cubs
were turned into the menagei’ie at St.
Petersburg;.
They find bears unexpectedly some times.
Whishaw was tracking an elk through a
windfall, when all of a sudden he sank
head over heels into,a berioga onto a
sleeping bear. “ A t the same moment,”
he wi’ites, “ I heaad the most appalling
din of grunting and blowing and roaring,
and I realized that I was spi’awling on
top of a bear.” He was in a pickle, but,
he decided to stay where he was, namely,
on the bear’s back. The bear evidently
became seriously alarmed, thinking the
roofing of the berloga had caved in, and
out he scrambled from the cavity. Then
Mr. Whishaw dropped off.
T h e Roy and the Kittens.
The late Phillips Brooks was a great
lover of children and often paused in his
walks about the Back Bay to pat some
youngster on the head and say some
kindly word.
Many of them grew to
know the famous divine and watch for his
coming, and it was not unusual for some,
braver than the rest, to present their
diminutive selves at the bishop’s door
with their tales of weal or woe.
One afternoon a curly-headed little fel
low, with a black kitten under each arm,
with difficulty rang the bell of the house
on Clarendon street.
When Bishop
Brooks came to the door, in answer to
the servant’s request, the little fellow
said:
“ Please, Bishop Brooks, won’t you buy
one of my kitties. They’i’e both Episco
palian kitties, you know, and I s’pose it
would be better for them to be brought up
here. They’ll cost just 50 cents apiece.’’
The bishop did not want the kittens,
but gave the little boy half a dollar to
spend upon them, and bade him good-by.
Next day, Bishop Bi’ooks had occasion
to call upon Rev. Brooke Herford of the
Arlington Street Church. While the two
clergymen were conversing, the bell rang,
and Mr. Herfoi’d was told that a little
boy wanted to see him. Bishop Brooks
couldn’t help hearing the same little voice
saying:
“ Mr. Herford, won’t you buy one of my
kitties? This one’s Presbyterian and this
one’s Unitarian. I want you to take the
Unitarian one.”
Tho visitor went into the hall.
“ How is this, my little fellow,” said he.
“ Didn’t you tell me yesterday that both
these little kittens were Episcopalians?”
The little chap tightened his hold on the
mewing kittens. *
“ Yes, Bishop Brooks,” he said boldly,
“ I did, but their eyes wern’t open then.
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GREAT BARGAINS in DRESS GOODS!
A ll-W ool Dress Goods, 50 inches wide, worth
50c.. for 3 5 c per yard. Black Dress Goods.
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W illiam P. Robinson, Melrose. 6.
W . N . Boylston. C trout. 4714. L a rg e s t 83£.
W alter Farmer. Arlington Heignts,
trout F. G. Youngling. Pottsville, 5H.
A . G. W orm elsdorf. Ppttsville, 5If.
weighing more than 200 Tbs., largest 5*4 Tbs.
Mrs. A. A. Sargent. Haverhill, 7(4O. L. Simpson. New York, 1 trout, 8"f Tbs.
Mr. A . A . S a r g e n t , tw o at one east, weighing
Geo. E Keith. Brockton. 1. 6(4.
10 its.
P. B. Keith, Brockton, 1. 6‘ .
John F a r m e r , W oonsocket. C fi>. (salmon).
Willard N ye. Jr.. N ew Bedford, 714.
H.
Bisbee, Florida. 5%.
C. R. Hoopes, Philadelphia. 6*4 .
T. JolnstOn, Wilmington, Del., 5 Tbs.
Geo. W . W heeler. Farmington, 6‘4.
Miss
Grace Hobart, E. Bridgwater, Mass., 6.
George Churchill. Brockton. bl/ 2.
The undersigned has leased the Mooseloolcmeguntic House for tw o years, and it will be
thoroughly renovated and refitted throughout. The log house will be taken down and the
guides’ house will be moved to its place and remodelled into a neat winter cottage. Other
important changes and additions too numerous to mention here will be made before the fishing
season opens. Special rates will be ibade to families.
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New
Blacksmith
Shop.

Seed Potatoes for Sale.
Carman No. 1 and Rural New Yorker
No. 2. Mr. T. Greiner says of these Pota
toes, “ The Rural New Yorker No. 2 has
become a standard market sort. It is an
enormous yielder and therefore a great
favorite with growers. In the Carman
No. 1 we have truly a wonderful yielder.”
Mr. Greiner conducts experiment grounds
in N. Y . For a long time he has given
special attention to new kinds of Potatoes.
The quality of the Carman No. 1 is very
good. The R. N. Y . No. 2 is one of the
best keepers 1 ever had.

W
alker&LuIkin

T B S T IM O N IA G S :
Having purchased the business and good-will Mr. J oseph P e n n e l l w rites:
W a w a , P a .—Thy P otatoes sent were good
of A . E. BLODGETT, the subscribers respect
and grew nicely. Thy friend, Jos P e n n e l l .
fully announce that they are prepared to do
H . W . H o a r . Rangeley, Me.: The Potatoes
cam e promptly and were tine stock. They
were not sprouted badly, and are coming ori
finely. They were honditorne stock.
Yours truly.

General B la ck sm ith in g
& C a rria g e Repairing.

Mr. W alker has had over 15 years’ experience
as a blacksmith and Mr. Lufkin has been a
wood-worker for many years, and both thoroughly understand their business,
W e respectfully solicit a share o f patronage.

L. W a lk e r,

E. C . Lu fk in ,

Blodgett's Old Shop. N ext Door to Steam Mill
R A N G E L E Y . M A IN E
R angeley

Easter got ahead of spring this year.

i

L

akes

for Job Printing.

May 21. '05.

T h e H a v e n S eed C o .

P la t n v t l l e . Conn.. May 11th. ’95.
Mr. II. W . H o a r . Rangeley. Maine: My Dear
Sir.—The Potatoes have finally got here: are
in prime condition and very satisfactory. I
take 'pleasure in enclosing P. O. order to the
amount of your hill. Most truly,
James N. Bishop.

Price, Carman No. 1, $1.00 per bushel; on
cars, $3.00 per barrel. Price. R. N. Y . No.
2, 50 cts. per bushel; on cars, $1.50 per
barrel.

II.

HOAR, : : Rangeley, Maine.

solicits your orders
R

angeley

L akes only $1.00 per year.
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RANGELEY LAKES

Elmer Snowman is out from the Kibby. i Amos Ellis and wife have returned
Sandy River Plantation.
James A. Smith came out of the woods, j home.
Chas. D. Hinkley and family are back to
|Tuesday.
Society Notes, Rangeley.
Corneil Richardson went to Kennebago,
the old farm for the season.
Saturday, Apr. 11. Regular meeting Rangeley j Ed, Whorff is hauling his supplies to Wednesday.
C. E. Richardson, who passed last sea
Commandery N o. 408, Order of the Golden JHaines Landing.
Dr. J. R. Kittridge, the Farmington
Cross. M eet in Church Vestry.
dentist, has had all the work he could at son at Wild Rose Camp on Sandy River
One
of
Eben
Hinkley’s
teams
came
out
Wednesday p. m.. Apr. 15, Regular meeting
tend to during his stay at Marble’s Hotel Pond, is at Chas. D. Hinkley’s at present.
of the woods, Saturday.
W . C. T. U.. at the Library.
He will pass the summer in camp as here
Tho new steamer “ Kineganet” is all this week.
tofore.
Society Notes, Phillips.
D A N A ’S Sarsaparilla is not only the b e s t
planked and about half caulked.
of
all
remedies
for
the
Nerves,
Liver,
Monday, Apr. 13, Regular meeting Mt. Abram
This (Thursday) is the anniversary of
Cosy Corner Items.
Lodge, N o. (55, A . O. U . W . Hall in Bates
Lee’s surrender, and the close of the rebel- Kidneys, Stomach, and Blood, b u t i f n o
Block.
b en e fit, y o u c a n g e t y o u r m o n e y b a c k .
The
ion.
C a r e o f C a n a r ie s .
Tuesday, Apr. 14. Mt. Saddleback Lodge. I. O.
Mr. Durrell, one of the proprietors of same guarantee applies to D a n a ’ s Pills,
O. F., N o. 92. Hall. Beal Block.
I
have
never
had any trouble with ver
Cough Syrup and Plasters. For sale by
Wednesday, Apr. 29. Regular Commumcaion, the hotel at Stratton, was in town F ri
min upon the, little songsters which I
J o h n H a l e y , Agent.
Blue Mountain Lodge, N o. 67, F . & A . M.. day.
attribute to a plentiful supply of fine sand
Another season Station Agent Miller on the floor of the cages. Also the pre
at Masonic Hall.
Eben Hinkley sold a valuable cow Wed
Thursday, Apr. 16. Regular meeting Cushman
nesday of last week to John Chadwick, of will make an innovation in the matter of caution of keeping a little flannel bag
Post, N o. 87, G. A . R.. at Grange Hall, at
checking baggage which cannot be other filled with sulphur hanging from the top.
Upper Dam.
2.00 P. M.
than pleasing to visitors. Shortly before that the birds may brush against it fre
Rev. H. W. Small’s Easter sermon Sun
Thursday. Apr. 16, Regular meeting W om an’s
train time he will go over to the hotel, quently. I put a pail of fine sand in the
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
day morning was from the text: “ Christ
having previously found out by telephone cupboard of the kitchen sink; clean bath
Saturday, Apr. 11, North Franklin Grange, N o. is risen indeed.”
how many pieces ai*e going and where to,
186, Patronsof Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
Mrs. Churchill, of Farmington, arrived and check the baggage there. This will tubs and perches every morning, then dip
Saturday, Apr. 11, Regular meeting Phillips
in town Monday to be with her son, Ned, save the old-time jam when the down-the- up a generous quantity of sand and
Commandery, N o. 402, Order of the Gold
sprinkle over the bottom of the cage. The
during his iilness.
en Cross. Bates Hall.
lake crowd arrives and give the station birds like to pick it over. My birds singSilas Adams, who has been working agent more time to attend to tickets and well and are always bright and active; no
with a pair of horses at Redington, came telegraphy.
droopy days. I give them a variety of
Local Paragraphs.
out of the woods Tuesday.
What do you think of Rangeley ? Have seeds; besides the bird seed, we buy seeds
J.
O. Nile is running his horse poweryou an idea that thus far it has been a of plantain and apple seed. Baked apples
N o n e s t — “ A King’s Daughter.”
sawing wood in the village. He cuts at mushroom growth, like a western boom they relish greatly; boiled potatoes,
Dr. Currier was in Phillips Thursday.
the rate of 20 cords per day.
town? Or do you seriously admit, pri cracker crumbs and cabbage are given
Dr. Palmer was in town Wednesday
I. W.
Miss Jennie McIntosh, one of the wait vately perhaps, that its beginning as a often, but not much sweet.
night.
resses at the Rangeley Lake House last large and prosprous town has scarcely
BROWN BREAD.
begun. There are, under contract to-day,
Wm. T. Hoar finishes up at Redington year, has returned for the season.
3
cups corn meal, 3 cups of boiling water
this week.
According to last reports the whooping buildings to cost $7,000, these are to be poured on meal and stirred thoroughly.
erected
by
residents
of
Massachusetts.
Austin Hinkley came out of the woods cough has not spread beyond the families
Tw o cottages, at least, are being figured 1 cup sweet milk, 1 cup sour milk, 2 cups of
where it made its first appearance.
Saturday.
on, and no doubt will be built by the Range- flour, 1 cup of molasses or to suit the
Mrs. Luther Nile returned from her ley Lakes Hotel Co., for New York taste, 2 teaspoonfuls of soda and 1 tea
G. M. Esty was in Redington on busi
visit at Farmington, and the enforced one parties. Prof Morse, of New Jersey, will spoonful of silt. Steam constantly 4 or
ness, Saturday.
M rs. N. P. N oble .
The commercial men were numerous on at Phillips (owing to blockade) Monday. bring several residents of Atlantic City to 5 hours.
Phillips.
Postmaster Herrick has made arrange look this section over, if they like,— and
the train Monday.
Mrs. Luther Nile has been visiting in ments to connect with the telephone line how can they help it?— several of them
which is to be run from the Rangeley will buy lots and build. There are others
LURING GAME TO DEATH
Phillips this week.
Lake House to the depot.'
talking the matter over, and probably
Rol. York, of Loon Lake, went to
Fred Richardson, of Strong, who has scores of whom we have not heard, are Beasts of Prey Play on the Curiosity of
Farmington Monday.
Their Natural Food.
been at work in the woods for W. T . awaiting a favorable opportunity. Do
Mrs. R. B. Porter went to Phillips Hoar, with a pair of horses, was in town you know of a town in the county that
A writer in a well-known sporting paper
Tuesday for a short visit.
can, at this season of the year see so tells how he and a friend lay down behind
Friday night, on his way home.
Miss Etta Calden is visiting her sister,
Fred Soule came in from Redington much contemplated building in sight? a log one day and watched for a flock of
Mrs. Staples, in Phillips.
last week on the railroad bike, used by What do you think of Rangeley.
canvasback ducks to come into the broad
Harry Soule, of Strong, was in town trackmen. He made some record-breaking
river. Pretty soon in came a flock of
Thursday on his way to Bemis.
runs on the down-grades near Dead River
thousands that alighted 500 yards from
Redington Notes.
Hinkley & Adams’ teams expect to Station.
Frank Russell, of the P. & R., was at the shore and began to plume themselves,
finish up on the Kibby this week.
duck fashion. One of the men tied his red
As we have before remarked, R a n g e l e y home over Snnday.
handkerchief on the end of a stick and
E. I. Herrick was confined to the house L a k e s leads, it does not follow, and it
Mrs. B. Emery Pratt and grandson
began to -wave it at intervales in sight of
feels complimented when its methods are came up from Phillips Monday.
four days last week with a cold.
the ducks. The ducks began to cock their
J. A. Russell started Saturday on a copied even if they fail to contain our
Charles Quimby, who has been in Phil heads sideways, and after a while they
originality.
short business trip to Portland.
lips for a few days, returned Monday.
begin to swim toward the log. They
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Phillips
&
Miss Nellie Lamb, who has been visit
came
wuthin twenty yards and the men
Mrs.
E.
C.
Mitchell,
returned
from
a
ing friends in Phillips, has returned home. Rangeley Railroad Company will be held visit to her parents in Phillips, Monday.
jumped up, and one got nineteen the other
at Phillips, Wednesday, Apr. 15, at 10 a .
The King’s Daughters are preparing an
Mrs. Fred Dunham and Rand returned fifteen ducks with the four discharges.
m . The number of directors will be fixed
entertainment for next Wednesday even
Readers of The Sun remember how it
from their visit to Phillips, the first of the
and the new board elected.
ing.
told of the panther on the plains of Pata
Orren Tibbetts has quite a local reputa week.
gonia that gets as near a herd of guanacos
Mrs. H. T . Kimball his been sei’iously ill
The lumber for President Gilman’s cot
tion as a man who can “make most any
as it can, then lies down behind a bush on
the past week, but is now much im
thing.” His latest piece of work is a tage at Rangeley, is being rushed through its back. It puts one paw up in the air.
proved.
yellow-birch chamber set which would do the mill.
then another, then the third and fourth,
Harry Pierce, of King and Bartlett, was credit to any furniture factory.
and after a bit all four at once. That
in the village Wednesday night, looking
Houghton’s.
F. W . Miller will ride a wheel the com
seems curious to the guanacos and they
after boats.
ing season. The removal of the Rangeley
Tuttle Bros, have sold their stage line come close to investigate. Up jumps the
Mrs. W . L. Butler will join the ranks of Lake House to the Point will make his from Rumford Falls to Andover to W. R. panther, and lights on the nearest one’s
the wheelwomen the coming summer. Her beat for delivering telegrams so long that Swain of Rumford Center. Geo. Tuttle back and breaks its neck.
new wheel arrived this week.
“ footing it” is out of the question.
has moved his family to Houghton’s,
A fox up in Nova Scotia comes down
B. A. Moulton, of Rumford Falls, is
Mr. R. A. Merrow, foreman of the R a n  where he has accepted a position as bag to the Bay of Fundy and goes jumping
taking Ned Churchill’s place as express g e l e y L a k e s office, recently “ built” a gage master on the R. F. & R. L. R. R. along the beach, rising on its hind legs
messenger druing the latter’s illness.
floor plan of the new Rangeley Lake Mr. Swain took possession of the stage at each about-face and waving its big tail
in the air. The little flock of four or five
C. E. Graffam, of Auburn, a commercial House. As an artistic job of rule-work it line April 1st.
Canada geese out on the water begin to
traveler drove from Dead River to Range- could not be excelled in any city office.
wander what can be the matter with the
ley and then out to Phillips, last week.
West Phillips.
You would be surprised to learn of the
Frank Hewey was up from The Lake many subscribers to R a n g e l e y L a k e s ,
Geo. L. Lakin, Esq., is at South Nor- fox. They swim up into the shallow
Point Cottage Wednesday. He says he has who are preserving their papers. We ridgewock, and vicinity, at work for the water to investigate when in dashes the
fox and grabs one by the neck. The men
got the wood all sawed for next season.
receive many compliments for the neat U. O. G. C. He has just filled out some
have taken advantage of this trick and
sixty
applications.
He
closed
his
house
A. B. Grover, went to Phillips, Thurs and attractive appearance we make, and
have trained dogs to do as the fox does.
day. He waited for the ‘‘special,” but evidently many readers are thinking what and took his wife with him as far as
For lack of a dog men themselves have
when he found it would not return he de a fine volume they will have when bound. Fai’mington Falls. Haden Plummer is
ambled about on their hands and knees to
doing his chores.
cided to take the regular.
E. I. Herrick’s new line of fine cut
attract the birds.
A. J. Haley went to Farmington to at tobaccos cannot be equalled for variety
A wild house cat, black as a coal, was
Dallas.
tend the Easter services at the North this side of Portland. Among the differ
seen by a hunter, walking slowly i*p and
Myrtie
Tibbetts
is
at
work
for
Mi’s.
church with Pilgrim Commandery. He re ent brands are “ Catac,” “ Yale,” “ Cor
down a level stretch of sand near'an old
Luther Nile this spring.
turned Monday.
nell,” “ Birdseye,” “ Carte Blanche,”
house on the Connecticut River. Three
William Tibbetts was kicked last week black ducks were far out in the river and
The hulled corn supper given by the Y. “ Mastiff,” “ Mail Pouch,” “ Cavandish,”
P. S. C. E. last Wednesday, netted about “ Ensign.” "Golden Sceptre,” “ E. & E. by a colt which he was attending.
like the geese came swiming slowly in, out
six dollars. A short entertainment of Slice,” “ Sweet Caporal”— and if your
Elias Batchelder was hurt quite badly of curiosity, but the man could not wait
musical and literary nature followed the favorite brand is not among them he’s last week in the woods, where he has been to see what would happen. He killed all
ready to orderfit.
supper.
at work the past winter.
three ducks with his gun.
AMONG THE ORDERS.

